MANUFACTURED HOME PLACEMENT PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

The Manufactured Home must be chosen prior to applying for a placement permit.

The following information is required from the applicant at the time of application:

- Land use approval
- _____ copies of your plot plan (see plot plan handout)
- Ridge height for solar setback
- Make, year, size, “X” number and number of bedrooms of the manufactured home
- Photograph and/or brochure from the manufactured home dealer is required and needs to include an exterior elevation
- Floor plan
- Name of set-up contractor (not necessarily the dealer or seller)
- Name of electrical contractor
- Name of plumbing contractor for water and sewer line installation
- If the home will be located in a park, the name of the park and the space number are required

Additional information may be required that is not listed above. Please check with a permit technician for specifics for your property.